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1. INTRODUCTION
a) General information
• School of Building Engineering
• UPC – Barcelona Tech
• Medium level studies – Now upgraded
• 1.500 students in all grades
b) Materials subject
• Second course subject
• Two terms subject
• 200 students in four groups, 5 teachers in total
• Knowledge achieved
• First term: Concrete, plaster, mortars
• Second term: Clay, glass, wood, metals, plastic
• Work class developed during second term
• Work class (15 % of the total grade)
• Rest of the subject very theoretical
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2. HOW TO INCORPORATE NEW KNOWLEDGES INTO AN OLD SUBJECT
Questions arose:
• Old subject (more than 50 years old)
• Same themes as ever
• New knowledge and concepts
a) Sustainability
b) Life cycle
c) Energetic efficiency
• Conclusions
Developing all these knowledge in a team work:
USE OF WASTES TO CREATE NEW BUILDING MATERIALS
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3. TEAM WORK
a) Aims
• Learning to work in groups
• Researching about new materials
• Being aware of wasting materials in building
• Thinking over properties of materials
b) Evaluation
• Poster delivery (DIN-A1)
• Defending it in front of a jury
• Description of new material
• Testing new material
• Comparing new material with other already existing
• Bibliographic research
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c) Facilities
• Two existing labs at school
• Four class groups
• 200 students
• 5 teachers
• 2 hours practical tutorial per week
d) Program
• Four months work
• Teams integrated by four students
• Two deliveries: 
• First including main ideas, bibliography and planning
• Second one including a DIN-A1 poster, a public presentation and a 
sample of the material
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4. RESULTS
a) Some examples
• Different approaches to work
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• Different testing methods
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• Some interesting final products
Different kinds of building systems
Vegetal roof made of beer cans                  Insulation wall made of Nespresso boxes
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• Some final products
Different kinds of insulating materials
Insulation made of filters of cigarettes      Insulation made of pine trees needles
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b) Main conclusions
• Good way of making students work with raw materials
• Redundant use of resins and chemical glues
• Lack of facilities: labs, teachers, time
• Home-made essays: lack of a database
• Learning to work in teams
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5. FUTURE GOALS
a) Working with CES-EDUPACK
• Verify results
• Quantify and compare with other existing solutions
• Increase the existing database – exchange knowledge with other 
institutions
b) Collaborative work
• Team work not group work
• Groups limited to three components
• Needs of more quantity of practical hours
c) Experimenting and working with materials
• Thinking over new materials
• Thinking over wastes in building
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